Congratulations on the Purchase of your Patented Radius Garden Tool Set!
(This set contains one ergonomic Trowel, Weeder, and Cultivator)
Made in China

**Ergonomic Trowel**
- Sharp wide nose scrapes out more material when planting
- Beveled blade easily cuts through compacted soil
- Use back blade wings to pull roots and weed systems

**Ergonomic Weeder**
- Serrated blade slides through compacted roots and earth and is perfect for cutting weeds & roots
- Handy back blade wings for pulling roots and weed systems
- Use as a multi-purpose digging tool or as a knife

**Ergonomic Cultivator**
- Extra-long and uniquely shaped tines reach into soil for deeper cultivating
- Easy reach into hard-to-get places and for scraping away weed seedlings
- Easy to pull and push with light grip on the curved handle

Our advanced ergonomic design features a patented, high performance, non-latex natural comfort Natural Radius Grip that helps to minimize hand and wrist stress while maximizing power and comfort and also provides a secure, comfortable grip whether wet or dry.

The ultra-light polished aluminum/magnesium blade is surprisingly light and remarkably strong and has an exceptional strength to weight ratio.
Unlimited Lifetime Warranty.

Radius warrants this product will remain fit for use for its intended purposes during normal residential use for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns the product. Radius does not warrant that this product will survive abuse or commercial use. Proof of purchase (original sales receipt) may be required by Radius Garden, LLC at its sole discretion with all warranty claims. In no event shall the liability of Radius Garden, LLC exceed the purchase or replacement price of the product.

If you believe that you have a warranty claim, contact Radius Garden, LLC, at radiusstore@radiusgarden.com. Please be sure to provide all pertinent information regarding your claim, including a complete description of the problem, the product, model number, color, finish, the date the product was purchased and from whom the product was purchased. Also include a copy of your original invoice. For more information, please call 1-734-222-8044.

RADIUS GARDEN, LLC AND/OR SELLER ARE PROVIDING THESE WARRANTIES IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. RADIUS GARDEN, LLC AND/OR SELLER DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. Some states/provinces do not allow limitations of how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of such damages, so these limitations and exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives the consumer specific legal rights. You may also have other rights that vary from state/province to state/province.

This is Radius Garden's exclusive written warranty.